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Modern Veterinary Practice
The role of women in Roman culture and society was a paradoxical one. On the one hand they enjoyed
social, material and financial independence and on the other hand they were denied basic constitutional
rights. Roman history is not short of powerful female figures, such as Agrippina and Livia, yet their
power stemmed from their associations with great men and was not officially recognised. Ariadne
Staples' book examines how women in Rome were perceived both by themselves and by men through
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women's participation in Roman religion, as Roman religious ritual provided the single public arena
where women played a significant formal role. From Good Goddess to Vestal Virgins argues that the
ritual roles played out by women were vital in defining them sexually and that these sexually defined
categories spilled over into other aspects of Roman culture, including political activity. Ariadne Staples
provides an arresting and original analysis of the role of women in Roman society, which challenges
traditionally held views and provokes further questions.

The Student, by Solomon Sap
Fieldiana
Artibus Et Historiae
Antiquity Explained, and Represented in Sculptures
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the
bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth
Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school. So when she one
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day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help
but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon
learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the
mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and
what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious
coming-of-age story.

Fur
The boots a passenger had on when his plane landed on the Hudson River. The tank top Andy Warhol’s
assistant wore to one of their nightclub outings together. The jacket a taxi driver put on to feel safe as he
worked the night shift. — These and over sixty other clothing-inspired narratives make up Worn in New
York, the latest volume from New York Times bestselling author Emily Spivack. In these first-person
accounts, contributors in and out of the public eye share surprising, personal, wild, poignant, and funny
stories behind a piece of clothing that reminds them of a significant moment of their New York lives.
Worn in New York offers a contemporary cultural history of the city—its changing identity, temper, and
tone, and its irrepressible vitality—by paying tribute to these well-loved clothes and the people who wore
them. Includes contributions from: Adam Horovitz Amy Heckerling Andre Royo Anna Sui Aubrey
Plaza Catherine Opie Coco Rocha Dick Cavett Eileen Myles Fab 5 Freddy Gay Talese Genesis Breyer POrridge JD Samson Jenji Kohan Jenna Lyons Kyp Malone Lena Dunham Pee Wee Kirkland Thelma
Golden Timothy Greenfield-Sanders
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Debutantes
Around the World in Eighty Days
The first and only book of its kind, Fur: A Sensitive History looks at the impact of fur on society,
politics, and, of course, fashion. This material has a long, complex, and rich history, culminating in
recent and ongoing anti-fur debates. Jonathan Faiers discusses how fur--long praised for its warmth,
softness, and connotation of status--became so controversial, at the center of campaigns against animal
cruelty and the movement toward ethical fashion. At the same time, fake fur now faces a backlash of its
own, given the environmental impact of its manufacture and its links to fast fashion. Divided into five
sections--dedicated to hair, pelt, coat, skin, and fleece--the book surveys not only the politics of fur but
also its centrality to western fashion, the tactile pleasure it gives, and its use in literature, art, and film.
This thoughtfully reasoned, eloquently written, and spectacularly illustrated examination of fur is both
timely and essential, filling a gap in fashion scholarship and appealing to a broad audience.

The Kaaterskill Edition of Washington Irving
Ranging from the start of the ancient Mesoamerican calendar to the collapse of the dot-com bubble,
Another 366 Days tells the engaging story of a significant event from every day of the year. This second
volume provides a fascinating chronicle of the highs and lows of world history drawn from the worlds of
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politics, economics, science, and culture.

Paper Crafts for St. Patrick's Day
Worn on This Day
In the year of our Lord 1894, I became an outlaw. On the day of her wedding-dance, Ada feels lucky.
She loves her broad-shouldered, bashful husband and her job as an apprentice midwife. But her luck will
not last. It is every woman's duty to have a child, to replace those that were lost in the Great Flu. And
after a year of marriage and no pregnancy, in a town where barren women are hanged as witches, Ada's
survival depends on leaving behind everything she knows. She joins up with the notorious Hole in the
Wall Gang. Its leader, a charismatic preacher-turned-robber, known to all as The Kid, wants to create a
safe haven for women outcast from society. But to make this dream a reality, the Gang hatches a
treacherous plan. And Ada must decide whether she's willing to risk her life for the possibility of a new
kind of future for them all. 'North is a riveting storyteller . . . Reader, you are in for a real treat' JENNY
ZHANG 'Fans of Margaret Atwood and Cormac McCarthy finally get the Western they deserve'
ALEXIS COE 'North's knockout latest chronicles the travails of a midwife's daughter who joins a group
of female and nonbinary outlaws near the end of the 19th century . . . Impossible to put down'
PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY 'Calling it The Handmaid's Tale crossed with Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid goes some way to describe this novel's memorable world, but it is also wholly its own'
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KIRKUS 'A grand, unforgettable tale' ESMÉ WEIJUN WANG

What People Wore When
Worn in New York
This stunning visual guide is a journey of discovery through fashion's fascinating history, one day at a
time. Beginning on January 1st and ending on December 31st, Worn On This Day looks at garments
worn on monumental occasions across centuries, offering capsule fashion histories of everything from
space suits to wedding gowns, Olympics uniforms, and armor. It creates thought-provoking
juxtapositions, like Wallis Simpson's June wedding and Queen Elizabeth's June coronation, or the
battered shoes Marie-Antoinette and a World Trade Center survivor wore to escape certain death, just a
few calendar days apart. In every case there is a newsworthy narrative behind the garment, whether
famous and glamorous or anonymous and humble. Prominent figures like Abraham Lincoln, Marilyn
Monroe, and the Duchess of Cambridge are represented alongside ordinary people caught up in
extraordinary events. Beautifully illustrated throughout, Worn On This Day presents a revelatory mashup of styles, stories, and personalities.

The Athenæum
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GCSE RE for You: Judaism with Jewish Moral Issues covers the fundamentals of Judaism and the
Jewish response on moral issues.

Soviet Anthropology and Archeology
For fashion buffs, romantics, and brides-to-be, a fascinating collection of wedding garb and glamour
through pop culture and history. The Way We Wed: A History of Wedding Fashion presents styles and
stories from the Renaissance to the present day, chronicling evolving fashions, classes, and expectations.
And because all wedding attire has a tale to tell, The Way We Wed also reveals fascinating personal
stories of those who wore it. While the book is a rich source of bridal inspiration for all seasons, it's far
from a monotonous parade of white gowns. The Way We Wed showcases wedding gowns of all colors
and styles from around the world, as well as going-away dresses, accessories (shoes, veils, hats, and
tiaras), and clothes worn by flower girls, bridesmaids, mothers of the bride, and grooms. Same-sex
weddings are represented along with royal weddings, wartime brides, White House weddings,
remarriage, Hollywood weddings, and more. The book features celebrity and historical couples as well
as everyday people. A few of the included names: Angelina Jolie Frida Kahlo Elizabeth Taylor Princess
Diana Martha Washington Solange Knowles Ellen DeGeneres Meghan Markle Illustrated with 100
gorgeous photos, The Way We Wed is a rich celebration of the art of wedding fashion across time and
cultures, and those whose style and circumstances made a statement.

Punch
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Paper Towns
Everyone has a memoir in miniature in at least one piece of clothing. In Worn Stories, Emily Spivack
has collected over sixty of these clothing-inspired narratives from cultural figures and talented
storytellers. First-person accounts range from the everyday to the extraordinary, such as artist Marina
Abramovic on the boots she wore to walk the Great Wall of China; musician Rosanne Cash on the
purple shirt that belonged to her father; and fashion designer Cynthia Rowley on the Girl Scout sash that
informed her business acumen. Other contributors include Greta Gerwig, Heidi Julavits, John Hodgman,
Brandi Chastain, Marcus Samuelsson, Piper Kerman, Maira Kalman, Sasha Frere-Jones, Simon Doonan,
Albert Maysles, Susan Orlean, Andy Spade, Paola Antonelli, David Carr, Andrew Kuo, and more. By
turns funny, tragic, poignant, and celebratory, Worn Stories offers a revealing look at the clothes that
protect us, serve as a uniform, assert our identity, or bring back the past—clothes that are encoded with
the stories of our lives.

Mama's Saris
Here she tells how Buffalo Bill taught her to ride, describes how she redefined the standards of
attractiveness with the quirky models she brought to Vogue in the sixties, disparages her own looks,
relates her search for the perfect red, and discourses on the nature of elegance. Whatever her subject,
from backaches to nostalgia, from Paris to New York, from marriage to dinner parties, from Clark Gable
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to Swifty Lazar, you never want her to stop. For D.

Origin and Significance of Military Customs
A history of costume and fashion spanning the civilizations of ancient Greece and Egypt through
nineteenth-century Europe, including the clothing, footwear, accessories, and hairstyles of individuals
from all levels of society.

The historical antiquities of Hertfordshire
Let's keep you busy, shall we? But let's bring the stress level really low while boosting concentration and
focus. Coloring has a special way of helping you forget about your daily routines. It pulls you into a
bubble that stress cannot pop. Therapists recommend coloring as a means of reaching a meditative state
that relaxes and reduces the clutter in your brain.

Pot?ga obyczaju
D.v.
Rethinking Popular Culture presents some of the most important current scholarship analyzing popular
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culture. Drawing upon recent developments in cultural theory and exciting new methods of critical
analysis, the essays in this volume break down disciplinary boundaries and offer fresh insight into
popular culture.

Reports of Cases Decided in the Court of Appeals of the State of New York
Remnants of Partition
The Contemporary Review
Rethinking Popular Culture
E-Books in Academic Libraries: Stepping Up to the Challenge provides readers with a view of the
changing and emerging roles of electronic books in higher education. The three main sections contain
contributions by experts in the publisher/vendor arena, as well as by librarians who report on both the
challenges of offering and managing e-books and on the issues surrounding patron use of e-books. The
case study section offers perspectives from seven different sizes and types of libraries whose librarians
describe innovative and thought-provoking projects involving e-books.Read about perspectives on ePage 10/18
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books from organizations as diverse as a commercial publisher and an association press. Learn about the
viewpoint of a jobber. Find out about the e-book challenges facing librarians, such as the quest to control
costs in the patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) model, how to solve the dilemma of resource sharing with
e-books, and how to manage PDA in the consortial environment. See what patron use of e-books reveals
about reading habits and disciplinary differences.Finally, in the case study section, discover how to
promote scholarly e-books, how to manage an e-reader checkout program, and how one library replaced
most of its print collection with e-books. These and other examples illustrate how innovative librarians
use e-books to enhance users' experiences with scholarly works.

Another 366 Days: More Stories From This Day in History
The extraordinary and wonderful adventures which befall Phileas Fogg and his servant Passepartout
when they set out to win a bet by going round the world in eighty days.

The Spirit of the English Magazines
Seventy years on from the partition of India, a momentous event now recedes in memory. Despite being
born into a family affected by the great divide, artist and oral historian Aanchal Malhotra had thought
little about it until she encountered the objects her own great-grandparents had saved as they fled their
homes: jewelry, kitchen utensils, photographs, and a pocketknife. Remnants of Partition is a unique
revisiting of Partition through dozens of personal belongings carried between the new India and
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Pakistan, amid the chaos of communal killings and mass displacement. Hidden in these objects is the
memory of a time and place, a story of migration, and a life that once was. Malhotra unearths
possessions from both sides of the border, interviewing their owners and uncovering a rich tapestry of
struggle, sacrifice, pain, and identities forged and unforged. From a string of pearls gifted by a maharaja
to a young woman's poetry notebook, this is an extraordinary alternative history of Partition, both
powerful and poignant. Aanchal Malhotra takes the material legacy of a unique human drama, and
places it back in our hands as vivid, living memory.

Masks Worn in Different Professions Coloring Book
A thoughtful, lavishly illustrated, and highly readable account of the fabulous French fashion world in
the pre-Revolutionary period

From Good Goddess to Vestal Virgins
When the golden age of high fashion and high society converged, and glamour was born. A debutante’s
dress is anything but a minor detail, and this sumptuous volume delights in one stunning look after
another: lace bodices and silver sequins by Chanel; Vionnet’s luxurious silk brocades; the signature
white satin gloves and ubiquitous feathers of the ’30s; fluid frocks by Schiaparelli; the heiress-worthy
designs of Claire McCardell and Valentina, especially popular with the ladies of the Whitney and
Vanderbilt families; tulle and chiffon gowns by Dior and Mainbocher; sleek, one-shoulder styles by
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Norman Norell; and the one-of-a-kind, custom-made gowns donned by countless celebutantes, such as
Jackie Kennedy and Brenda Frazier (whose custom frock earned her the cover of Life magazine).
Debutantes celebrates the timeless tradition with gorgeous photography from high-society and fashion
documenters such as Cecil Beaton, Toni Frissell, and Slim Aarons as well as never-before-published
pictures culled from personal collections. Traversing winter cotillions at the Waldorf, summer comingout soirees in Newport, and bourgeois banquets in Paris, Debutantes marries high fashion and society
with an eternal allure to be coveted by all ages.

Household Words
Do Princesses Wear Hiking Boots?
Outlawed
This captivating book reproduces arguably the most extraordinary primary source documents in fashion
history. Providing a revealing window onto the Renaissance, they chronicle how style-conscious
accountant Matthäus Schwarz and his son Veit Konrad experienced life through clothes, and climbed the
social ladder through fastidious management of self-image. These bourgeois dandies' agenda resonates
as powerfully today as it did in the sixteenth century: one has to dress to impress, and dress to impress
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they did. The Schwarzes recorded their sartorial triumphs as well as failures in life in a series of portraits
by illuminists over 60 years, which have been comprehensively reproduced in full color for the first
time. These exquisite illustrations are accompanied by the Schwarzes' fashion-focussed yet at times
deeply personal captions, which render the pair the world's first fashion bloggers and pioneers of
everyday portraiture. The First Book of Fashion demonstrates how dress – seemingly both ephemeral
and trivial – is a potent tool in the right hands. Beyond this, it colorfully recaptures the experience of
Renaissance life and reveals the importance of clothing to the aesthetics and every day culture of the
period. Historians Ulinka Rublack's and Maria Hayward's insightful commentaries create an
unparalleled portrait of sixteenth-century dress that is both strikingly modern and thorough in its
description of a true Renaissance fashionista's wardrobe. This first English translation also includes a
bespoke pattern by TONY award-winning costume designer and dress historian Jenny Tiramani, from
which readers can recreate one of Schwarz's most elaborate and politically significant outfits.

The New Education
"Explains the significance of St. Patrick's Day and how to make St. Patrick's Day themed crafts out of
paper"--

Academic E-Books
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Fashion Victims
When a young girl eyes her mother's suitcase full of gorgeous silk, cotton and embroidered saris, she
decides that she, too, should wear one, even though she is too young for such clothing. When the mother
finally realizes how important it is for her little girl to feel like a big girl on her seventh birthday, she
dresses up her daughter in the folds of a blue sari. Feeling grown-up and very pretty, the daughter is
thrilled to look just like her mother, even if only for a day. Mama's Saris captures an elegant snapshot of
every girl's wish to play dress up.

The First Book of Fashion
Every inquisitive little girl wonders what it is really like to be a genuine princess. At the heart of Do
Princesses Wear Hiking Boots? lives an energetic, spirited, and contemporary child who has lots of
important questions for her mom. Do princesses ride tricycles, climb trees, do chores, or have to eat the
crusts of their bread? The mother's voice is timelessly reassuring as she answers her daughter's questions
and advises her that being like a princess has to do with what we are on the inside.

The Way We Wed
Worn Stories
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Judaism with Jewish Moral Issues
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